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PRESIDENTS REPORT MAY 2015
Firstly I want to refer to a paragraph I wrote in April’s Brisport magazine “News has just come to hand
etc” re the cancellation of The Border Ranges Rally QRC 5 2014 promoted by the GCTMC Inc.
I
have been approached by GCTMC to apologise for writing this article and correct the facts. The
article was in no way intended to diminish, destroy or to give a misleading viewpoint of the
relationship between the GCTMC and the Kyogle Council, it was simply what I was told. I have
also been requested to stress that the Gold Coast Tweed Motorsporting Club Inc. has a very good
relationship with the Kyogle Council and are at present, jointly working on an event for October this
year. If the article has mislead you, anyone else, GCTMC or the Kyogle Council, I humbly apologise,
as that was certainly not my intention.
Events.
Gavin’s club night with Chris from Suncoast Fire Protection presenting a talk on the correct fire
extinguisher to use on fires was well accepted by those in attendance. Thanks to Chris for imparting
his knowledge that now makes us wiser if faced with a fire situation.
The AGM on the 8th April was a reasonably straight forward meeting adopting the 2014 financials
and resolved the 2013 AGM minutes along with Addendums A and B. The Board was virtually reelected along with the office bearers which are listed elsewhere in this magazine. The meeting
ran as per the agenda with a moderate attendance of members.
Following the close,
refreshments were served and fellowship enjoyed.
SR Automotive Manumbar Rally QRC1 has now been run and won. With a reasonable field of very
enthusiastic competitors the event was well accepted and enjoyed by all. Thanks has to go to
Clerk of Course Simon Knowles, and his wife Margot as the Event Secretary, for the administration
of the event. A special heartfelt thanks to all the officials who officiated on the day, and on
occasions had to work through the heavy showers as they passed overhead.
I know that the
competitors join with me in thanking you for devoting your time and making the event the success
it was. Results and a further review of the event will be found elsewhere in this magazine.
Camp Crystal, for Kids with Cancer, and their Parents.
What can I say except that you and I should never whinge about anything when you see these
little kids, it brings a tear to your eye. The day was very well attended by rally people who
donated their time to help throughout the day, and especially those that brought their vehicles,
risking damaging them on the eve of QRC1, just so they could take the kids for rides. BSCC has
been presented with a framed Certificate of Appreciation, and a photo of it appears elsewhere
in the magazine along with further photos of the day. Very special thanks must go to Laverne
Lasijczuk, John Keen and Shaun Dragona for their tireless work leading into the day and
throughout the previous years. We are now in possession of Camp Crystal T-shirts and hopefully
stickers will arrive in time for attachment to all vehicles competing in the 2015 IROQ event. The
Board is also working through the logistics associated with donating to our preferred Charity ‘Kids
with Cancer’ a portion of the entry fees from our events
Leyburn:
I am still waiting for information from Rohan and Nicole re property owner details. I need to get
this sorted as time is running out and becoming critical for a decision. It is envisaged that the
area may produce a Rally as well as an Off Road Event.
Bunnings BBQ Fund Raising:
The first block of seven BBQ days spread from the end of February through March and into April
have now been done and dusted, returning a nett surplus to the club of $4031.43 after expenses.
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Thanks must go to Margot Knowles, Barry Farrell, Paul Woodward, Ryan Preston, Belinda Howard,
Jim Reddiex, Mike Mitchell and Tony Kabel for their help. I am hoping we can extend the
volunteer list for this next block of dates.
The new dates listed below have now been issued and extend from May through to November
this year.
Forthcoming BBQ dates:

Tuesday 19th May
Sunday
31st May
Wednesday 29th July
Thursday 6th August
Tuesday 25th August
Thursday 3rd September
Thursday 8th October
Thursday 5th November
Please nominate and email Margaret Mackay the dates you can help, and join in and share the
company for an enjoyable day.
Forthcoming Events:
Gavin has again been busy, this time we will be privileged to listen to Glen Weston on Friday night
8th May addressing us on pace notes. There is a lot we can learn from this ARC Champion Codriver how he writes and delivers his Swahili to the driver he sits beside. Don’t miss this night, so put
it in your diary now.
There is no competition promoted by BSCC through the month of May but the CQMSC is promoting
QRC2 at Wowan. You ask where is Wowan, well it’s near Dululu.
Then there is the IROQ Information Night presented by the IROQ CRO’s on Friday Night 12 th June.
This is a very informative night, not only for competitors but officials as well, to get answers to your
queries and questions relating to IROQ. We will be privileged to have the Clerk of Course, The
Deputy Clerk of Course, The Scrutineers and of course the Chief CRO at your beck and call. Don’t
let this night slip by, and take up this opportunity to put your mind at ease.
Then there’s IROQ 19th, 20th and 21st June, see you there.
Until June,
Barry Neuendorff
President
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Cancer, Related, Youth Support Time Allocated
to Laughter.
Saturday 11th April saw many of our Club Members involved
with the annual Camp Crystal event.
Each year,
Childhood Cancer Support organises a free camping
getaway for families – those who have stayed with them in
the past, those who are staying with them now, and others who are dealing with the impacts of
childhood cancer.
Filled with fun activities suitable for the whole family, and held on a beautiful farm estate in Aratula,
QLD, Camp Crystal is a getaway for families to recharge and remind themselves that there is a life
to be lived outside of hospital appointments and treatments.
There were roughly 20+ rally cars and drivers on hand to give these great kids and family member’s
rides on a purpose built rally track at the property.
Rally drivers that participated in no particular order : Hugh Scott, Doug Foster, John Black, Ross Cox,
Troy Truscott, David Hood, Jason Hore, Terry Wedding, Ivan Voevodin, Mick Reynolds, Marius Swart,
Michael Lasijczuk, Jamie Macfarlane, Kent Lawrence, Steve Allmark, Kim Ackworth, Peter Flynn,
Chris Wedding, Michael Guest, Shaun Dragona , John
Keen, Clayton Dragona & James Dragona.
We also had approx. 10 Off-road vehicles who ran on a
separate Track adjacent to the rally track Brett Huxstep,
Tony Brose, Josh Heit & Dale Nolan, John, Jack & Casey
Butler (Butler Racing), Chris Ierssel, Jason Hack, Nick
Mottram, Clifford Cravall, Kevin Tapp, Matthew Roberts,
Jason Roberts, David Hood.
There were also about 20 official helpers on the day but
we don’t have all the name so a general thank you to all
that gave of their time. We also need to acknowledge
the pre event effort of mapping and prepping the course
and being able to get some machinery out there
supplied by Projexs Bobcats to prepare the rally track
and also to Grant McCoy for the many Jobs and Roles
that he took on without hesitation.
We had 80 Kids and their siblings whose ages ranged
from 5 to young adults of 18 years. We also offer rides for some of the key helpers and volunteers at
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CC with numbers of approx. 30 mostly teenagers. Weather was absolutely perfect and with rain
the preceding week not spoiling the party we couldn’t have asked for better.
It was a huge day with rides starting before 10 am and after a break at lunchtime recommencing
and running to approx. 5 pm. The track held up well considering that at least 800 passes [rally
track} were made but it was breaking up about 2 pm, I doubt if some forest roads would cop that
and still be drivable!
At the lunch break Laverne, Shaun, Ronda and I (John Keen) were asked to attend a presentation
at the main hall and receive a recognition award on behalf of BSCC and a congratulations on
fund raising efforts with the Linen Party and raffle fund raiser which Ronda should be congratulated
on as it was her Idea and we just ran with it.
There was a lot of people this year, who behind the scenes who put their hearts into this event by
collecting goodies and give aways for the kids, we had support from Future Auto at Wynnum
showing up with, literally, a car load of caps and other gifts just to name one sponsor.
Laverne Lasijczuk, John Keen and Shaun Dragona.

Congratulations to everyone
that gave their time, bought
out their car and generally
helped to put big smiles on
little faces that shouldn’t have
to cope with what they do.
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CLUB AWARDS FOR 2014 – PRESENTED AT THE RECENT
AGM
Rally Champion
Ladies Champion
Officials Champion
Achievement Award
Club Champion

Matt van Tuinen
Kim Acworth
Margaret Mackay
Ross Williams
Patrick Hetherman

Sportsman Award

Barry Farrell

Club Award

Dick Owen

Junior Champion

Ryan Preston

Off Road Champion

Todd Lawrence
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Patrick Hetherman was presented with the Club
Champion Award and although not available to
collect the award – he was off tripping around
Canberra, Pat’s son Stephen collected the award and
read the following speech from Patrick.
“Wow, what a surprise and indeed an absolute honour
to be nominated Club Champion. I apologise for not
being able to be here tonight to receive the award in
person, but I’m in Canberra. I take the first serious
holiday away in four years and hey presto something
enormous happens.
2014 was a big year as a Club Member. Between
IROQ, Lockyer 300 at Mulgowie and Imbil in
December plus other activities, I did more than I
expected to. This award, is the end result. Our club is wise in opening the title of “Club Champion” to those
outside of competitors. After all for every competitor there is at least 10 or more activities to be fulfilled. I
would not have achieved all this without fantastic support of the group of people we all know as “THE
NOMADS”. They are a fantastic bunch and support me each event I do and have done for the last 15 years.
To them I say thank you!
I will be back in time for IROQ and look forward to catching up with you all.
This award is humbling and again Thank you
Patrick”
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Welcome everyone.
Following is a précis of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club’s 2014 year and the 2015 year to date, and
albeit not in detail but will provide an overall picture.
The events promoted during the 2014 year were:
The International Rally of Queensland
The Final Round of the National Off Road Championship.
Four Rounds of the Queensland Rally and Clubman Championships.
One Multi Club Rally.
One Night run.
One Fun Run.
One Touring Road Event.
One Social Run.
Club Nights.
Christmas Party.
The number of entrants were marginally lower due to the downturn of the Rally and Off Road
Competitors Market, however, the feedback from participants was encouraging with the overall
success of events due to:
Promoting lower cost and single day events for members to enjoy the fellowship of others, and
event regulations allowing lower status competition in normal street vehicles.
With our club nights, Gavin has driven the standard of the nights upwards with interesting speakers
giving talks on current topics and issues. Gavin’s sausage sizzle at every club night is five star rated.
Re-introduction of past competition stages for QRC rounds and Multi Club events in areas such as
Jimna, Imbil and Kenilworth.
Re-introduction of the Beerwah Forest which hasn’t hosted competition for many years.
Delivering a high standard of officials, documentation and road books.
Promoting the events, fully complying with CAMS and FIA.
Sponsorship
Sponsorship throughout the year was critical for the finance and operation, firstly for the events and
secondly the club. Without sponsors, there is no doubt, the club would suffer dramatically. I am
privileged on behalf of the Board and Members, to extend our heartfelt thanks for their continued
support, and I list them in no particular order.
Tourism and Events Queensland.
Sunshine Coast Council
Speedie Contractors
Caloundra Chamber of Commerce
Oaks Oasis Resort
Rallycorp
Lockyer Valley Regional Council
TJM Industries Geebung
Karcher
Concrete Pumping Sales and Equipment (Aust)
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Officials.
The introduction of Adrian Clark to the role of Stage Commander is largely due to the efforts of Mick
Verrall, who not only introduced Adrian to the role but trained him to the standard he is today.
Matt Sosimenko has stepped up to Deputy Clerk of Course for QRC Kenilworth under the watchful
eye of Paul Woodward.
Ian Gorski has accepted Secretarial and Administrative duties, and is in line to receive a licence
upgrade.
Kylie Hopkin now helping with Secretarial duties, is also in line for a licence upgrade in
Administration.
Peter Flynn currently Deputy Clerk of Course for IROQ now taking on the role of Clerk of Course for
other events. Peter has also in 2014 accepted the role of Assistant Treasurer.
Paul Woodward has now received, and is in possession of his Gold Event Command Licence
following his successful 2014 event.
Simon Knowles has taken on the Clerk of Course role for SR Automotive Manumbar Rally and the
Lockyer 300 Off Road Event with his wife Margot as the Secretary.
Margot joined the Board in 2015 and has taken on the Editor’s Portfolio of the Club’s Brisport
Magazine, and is also an integral member of Paul Woodward’s 2015 IROQ Management
Committee.
Members.
Membership numbers during 2014 have been static, and at the end of 2014 the membership
numbers were 213 for Ordinary, Associate and Life, plus 39 Family Memberships as against the 2013
figures of 239 Ordinary, Associate and Life, plus 29 Family Memberships. A Survey has been
generated, and is currently being emailed with membership renewals and reminders and the data
received from them will be scrutinised for action. An Event Feedback Survey Link has also been
developed, and will be attached with the 2015 event results to gain not only feedback on events
but open a window to encourage non club competitors to join BSCC’s membership.
The operation of the Rally Email Group has been taken over by Laverne Lasijczuk, the role that was
formally under the control of Reg Shepherd. It is anticipated that this endeavour will produce
feedback on everything associated with events, officials and clubs, again producing data that can
be implemented to improve events and membership.
The development of the Business and Employer Register is to enable the club to utilise Members’
Businesses and Members’ Employers when accessing Club requirements and product purchases.
This operation is also anticipated to give members another benefit of being a BSCC member, and
hopefully attract further members.
Financial.
The reduction of club overheads has been a vital exercise for the Board over the past twelve
months or so, and actively engaged volunteers to perform normally paid positions. This has
reduced our outgoings considerably and the club has now virtually reached the point where
overheads cannot be reduced any further.
IROQ’s costs have also been slashed dramatically, and every event at the end of the day has to
produce a surplus. The MYOB order system is also in place for event purchases, insuring the club
isn’t faced with unexpected and unwanted arrival of accounts.
On the opposite side of the ledger is income, and we have our eyes firmly fixed in that direction.
We need to attract income to balance our books, and the first stop to assist in doing this is our
Bunnings BBQ, which we have now operated for the last seven weeks. This you may say is diverse
from promoting events, and yes you are correct, but the proceeds are certainly helping to pay the
overheads.
The bank loan at the end of March 2014 and at the 2013 AGM was $25,500. Thanks to Mr. Henk
Kabel at the 2013 AGM, making a private loan available for the club, which enabled us to pay out
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the bank loan. Since then, the club continued paying the same monthly payments, plus the
interest generated, reducing it down to $17,300 to date.
Equipment.
Our equipment is certainly ageing especially the radios, and we have been exceptionally fortunate
to receive 24 second hand units through Philcomm. These radios were sourced from Rockhampton
by John Whittaker and converted to our frequency. We have disposed some of our old units
needing uneconomical repairs and transplanted the newly attained ones into the old boxes. New
and more suitable boxes have been manufactured that are more suitable for being fitted into
vehicles thanks to Jim Reddiex’s cabinet making skills. Search is continuing for more of these units
hopefully to replace the remaining historic units.
Community.
As mentioned in my monthly reports, you would have read that the club has adopted the
Childhood Cancer Support Organisation as our preferred charity. Although the club is at present
not in a position to donate money, some of the club’s members organise and help at the Camp
Crystal ride day for kids with cancer and their families. Owners of rally cars and off road vehicles
make their vehicles available on the day to take the kids for rides. This not only gives them an
exciting and pleasurable time but also puts a smile on the face of those donating their time and
supplying vehicles.
The Board.
Without repeating what has been said in the Director’s Report in the financials, the Board Members
are firmly affixed at guiding the club from today into tomorrow and beyond for the next generation
of Members, Board Members and Executives. The current Board does not want to leave any
monetary loans or burdens of any type, and has a vision to underpin the effectiveness of the club
making it more attractive for non-members to join and participate in its operation. Although the
Board Members enjoy the fellowship of one another, we all know we have a job to do, and must
face that job front on and produce results.
Constitution.
The Board has reached the completion of its final draft and now needs and waits for sufficient funds
to progress and attain legal advice.
Recognition.
I want to extend a heartfelt thanks to some that have helped and extended their help to ultimate
levels.
Firstly, to say thank you to our volunteer administrative lady, Margaret Mackay who opens the club
every Tuesday and Thursdays to do administrative work and sometimes working through until dark.
Margaret, we thank you.
Amanda Flynn, our thanks to you for your donation of time and help, in assisting Margaret with
Financial duties, especially over the last few months with the financials, and liaising with, and
answering questions from the auditor.
Amanda, we thank you.
To our officials, I cannot thank you enough for the work you bestow to the club, working prior to, on
and after events. You are the people that provide the workforce, which ensures the club’s events
are adequately staffed and have enough trained personnel to promote events in a safe, well
organised, and efficient manner. On behalf of every event organiser and every competitor, I say
thank you.
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The Board
The current Board has been a band of people committed to managing the car club and its
finances in an effective and successful manner. The Board has a great working environment and
possesses an attitude that is enjoyable to be part of. The DNA of the Board is, it will never lay down
and die.
To you all, thank you for your input, guidance and direction, I salute you.
Thank you,
Barry Neuendorff
President.

For Sale - Mirage Cyborg RS Rally Car

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P2 homologation vehicle – with homologation papers
Ralliart fully seam welded shell
CAMS sealed rebuilt 4G92 -1600cc 175hp engine
Plate LSD with adjustable pre-load
Triple core radiator
Oil cooler
CAMS certified Keith Fackrell full roll cage – through to strut towers
All Cyborg (Evo 3) suspension, brakes etc.
Ralliart aluminium strut brace
50mm DMS front struts
Bilstein rear shocks
New front disks and pads
Near new rear disks and pads
Well engineered aluminium sump guard
Full carbon fibre underbody protection
New aluminium rear tank guard (1 rally old)
Strengthened Rear suspension chassis mounts - recently fabricated by Keith Fackrell
Brand new Fire Bomb – Installed for Rally Australia 2014 (ARC requirement)
Imported car so uses C plate Rally registration (currently valid in QLD and all other states)
4 light, light pod
Full engine rebuild in 2014
All steering joints, ball joints, hoses etc. - replaced
Low cost to maintain as engine, gearbox, diff and drive shafts all totally reliable.
Fully serviced before every event – now ready to compete
Many spares and 12 wheels with used rally tires

Results
• 3rd in 2014 QRC 2wd (8th O/R). If it had contested all 6 rounds it could easily have won the 2014
2wd QRC (4 out of 6 rounds contested – due to Rally Australia entry)
• The car won P2 in every 2014 QRC event it entered - except round 1 of IRoQ where we were beaten
by an R2 Fiesta
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• Since IRoQ it has generally been quicker than the R2 Fiesta (Border Ranges and KCF Forest Finale) –
times are all available on the internet
• This car is quick and reliable (Only 1 DNF in 2014 down to servicing error by driver)
• Sold in same specification it was rallied in - QLD scrutineers can confirm specification
Suitable for
• Great 2wd State championship car (close ratio box could easily make it a challenger to Meng Chung’s
car for example – see 2014 Border ranges results for comparison times)
• Eligible to contest the ARC
• Could potentially win the ARC 1600cc or ARC junior championship
• Great fun reliable club car - from beginner to advanced level

Price - $16,000 ono
Call Justin Northage on 0410 012 782

Last night I sat at the AGM and when I had time I started to browse thru the club history books. I
quite often browse thru these books and quite enjoy it as well. I later had a discussion with Rod
Sams who has had a lot to do with putting some of the books together about whether it is worth
collating any more history as the info is quite hard to come across, no articles in papers, no longer
the magazine support and also the fact that most of it is now online. How will future members be
able to look back and see where the sport has progressed from? The amount of photos out there
these days with the use of digital cameras must be huge and yet how many make their way into
the Brisport magazine with an article.
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I was recently loaned some magazines from a friend that found them at a farmers clearance sale
and they are from 1948, 49 and 50, and I have found this to be of great reading. Black and white
photos and a quality of paper that has stood the test of time, I do not know the people but still
found this interesting.
How can we make a difference, how can we preserve for future reference the motorsport of today.
Yes I know we can now go on line and watch all the you tube footage, and have a laugh at Rajesh
and his navigator, but does it really tell the story at a club level, and that is what we need to look
at.
Has anyone put an article together on the test and tune held recently, can we look at it thru the
eyes of some one new to the sport and their first impression. Are there any funny antidotes that
came thru from being on a start or finish control.
I am going to start and do my bit by revisiting the past, by looking at the history books and maybe
looking at what happened back then, hopefully I will also look at the present, and be able to come
up with something as well. My stories will be from the outside looking in, but who out there can do
stories from the inside looking out.
Ross Williams

For those of you who don’t know Ross – here he is at the AGM collecting his Achievement Award.

Contact Ross if you have some history
or good articles for him to add to our
records.
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Off Road Racing – By Laurie Svenson
Off Road Racing is similar to Rally in many ways and in fact most of the regulations were directly
drawn from Rally Code when I first began competing.
The events are held on unsealed tracks, the vehicles are dispatched at intervals and being
individually timed and run in sections.
There are Short Course Off Road Events rather similar to a Rally Sprint in the course length can be
up to 15k per lap but more often less than 5 k with an overall distance of all heats being between
25 to 40k.
Long Course where the course is more than 15k per lap usually 50 to 100k overall distance usually
runs between 125k for a Club round up to 600k for some national rounds.
Now to the difference in competitions, mostly confined to long course events, a section will usually
comprise of multiple laps with a total distance before service of 100 to 250k an AORC like Finke is
250k to Finke on Sunday and 250k back to Alice Springs Monday a point to point race, most event
consist of multiple laps of a common course.
The winner is determined by shortest elapsed time including any penalties.
There are major differences in the vehicles wheel travel at maximum and strength built into every
component to handle the severe Off Road Terrain encountered, you can view some on board
footage at www.facebook.com/germanautosmotorsport and see for yourself the incredible speed
and agility these cars have over the worst terrain.
The purpose built buggies are divided into 4 classes by engine capacity 1330 cc, 1650cc, 3500cc
naturally aspirated and the open class cars 3500cc forced induction or 6000cc naturally aspirated.
Tin tops are 2wd and 4wd with further subdivision by level of modification permitted. Then we have
UTV vehicles. All the technical specs can be found in the CAMS Manual but in the Buggy, Extreme
2 & 4 wheel drive classes basically anything goes as long as the cabin complies with the minimum
safety standards in the manual and the other basic class requirements.
This provides some spectacular engineering work and extraordinary off road capability which in
turn provides spectacular spectating action.
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The closest event to Brisbane is the BSCC event Lockyer 300 www.lockyer300.com or
www.facebook.com/lockyer300 and check out the details, it is an hour and a half from the Car
Club rooms to the event.
The event is just over 300k long being multiple laps of around 53k and has spectacular viewing from
several points around the track, 2014 saw 47 top entries with some very spectacular footage of a
major end over making it to national news in every capital city. The vehicles are blindingly fast,
with most of the Pro-Class twin turbo cars running over 700hp coupled with 600mm of wheel travel,
massive bypass shocks, 35 inch tyres which provides a spectator experience everyone should see.
The event is fully catered, close to Brisbane and in an idyllic setting in the valley with the eastern
slope of the Great Dividing Range as the backdrop.

A PLUG FOR IROQ 2015
We’re looking for a volunteer that would be willing to coordinate all our officials leading up to IROQ.
You’ll need to keep in touch with people as they register
on-line then via email and allocate people to Stage
Commanders and basically fill all the gaps for the positions needed for the event!
A regular newsletter to all the officials would be great as well (if you feel creative) and then
follow-up after the event for feedback etc.
This can be a big job because we have loads of officials for this event. But it can also be a
very rewarding position if you enjoy interacting with people and using your skills to engage
with people.
Remember no officials no event – so this is an important role to fill.
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2015 Jimna Winter Stages
Old Jimna School, Saturday August 15
Sponsor
needed!!

Remember when rallying meant beanies, roaring log fires and freezing your ti……….. ahh
bits off? Due to a sudden opening in the calendar planning is on to secure a winter
QRC round in the compact forests of Jimna using some newly opened and some familiar
stages. So mark your calendars and get that car ready after IROQ.
More details to follow as they come to hand but expect to see:
o 4 stages run twice in daylight
o Then while the sun goes down and the temperatures fall, stages will be reversed
and some others combined to create 3 new stages to complete the night section.
o No stage run more than twice
o Planning on 110km competitive and compact liaisons
Camping and catering available at the Old Jimna School Service Park, and when it is all
over there is the Jimna Sports Club and the famous Jimna fire pit stocked with premium
Queensland hardwood.
Watch www.bscc.asn.au or BSCC on facebook for details, or enquiries and comments to
Peter Flynn
Event Co-ordinator
peter.flynn@rwc.com
0417 784522
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We’re looking for a volunteer who would like to take over the
administration/editing of the website.
The person who takes on the task as Web Editor – needs to be able to keep their fingers on the
pulse in regards to what is happening with club activities, plus be creative and be proactive in
getting content onto the site. The website is Joomla based for those tech heads out there!

Think you’ve got the skills to take on
this great job – then touch base with
Barry Neuendorff or Margaret
Mackay.
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CLUB NIGHTS FOR 2015
Got a suggestion for a club night activity or want to show case your business or
product – then ring our Club Captain Gavin Wieland on 0466 188 407 or email
your ideas to: gavinwielandau@gmail.com

Date
Friday 08/05/15
Friday 12/06/15

Club Night – Pace Note
School
Club Night – IROQ Info
Night

Friday 10/07/15

Club Night

Friday 07/08/15

Club Night

Friday 18/09/15

Club Night

Friday 09/10/15

Club Night

Friday 13/11/2015

Club Night

Friday 11/12/15

Club Night

Bathurst
1000
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Register your
business with BSCC

Members and the
club can use your
business

More business for
you and benefits the
club and it's
members

REGISTER YOUR BUSINESS WITH BSCC
Hello fellow racing enthusiasts,
When a recent large job came up at work that needed some specialists’ skills we were trying to think if there was
anyone in the "car community" that we could support and offer the job to. We started phoning our contacts
looking for someone and with this situation/circumstance in mind we thought it might be an idea to put together a
registry of member’s business/services/skills and expertise that we could all use to source goods, services and or
information, keeping in mind that we would be supporting fellow car enthusiasts.
We would be very interested in starting to compile this information or encourage any feedback.
So please feel free to contact us with your details or ideas/thoughts at mickandlaverne@outlook.com
Look forward to hearing from you.
Michael and Laverne Lasijczuk
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Spend 5 minutes with a couple of our officials

Helen Best

What’s your occupation : Retired School Teacher
How long have you been a motorsport official and what got you started: I grew up in Warwick where my
brother was keen on Motorsport and he persuaded me to help at events run by the local Car Club
(This is how I met Tony). Also Clubs such as BSCC and IWMAC often ran Rallies using roads on the
Downs and the local Club helped out with Control Officials. I can remember working on a Control
near Aratula for the 1977 BSCC Mountains and Lakes Rally so I have certainly been involved with
the Club and the Sport for a long time. We lived in Charleville from 1990 to 1993 and only went to
events occasionally. We moved to Brisbane in early 1994 and I joined BSCC. I have worked at
almost every Rally held in South East Queensland since then. I also worked on Controls for the
Round Australia Rallies in 1995 and 1998 and the 2004 London to Sydney Rally. I have also worked
at the Rydges Capricorn Rally many times. In addition to this I have worked at many interstate Rallies
including three times at the WRC when it was in WA also the WRC at Kingscliff and Coffs Harbour as
well as ARC Rounds in NSW, ACT, SA, WA and Victoria. My experience as an Official in Tasmania is
limited to Targa Wrest Point. I mostly worked on Controls at the Service Park Regroups. I have also
helped with Admin on some events. I have worked at the AORC Rounds at Goondiwindi and
Mulgowie as well as the German Autos Enduro, an event held on properties on the Gatton-Esk Road
a number of years ago. My Motorkhana experience includes working at the BSCC QMC Rounds
at Toombul, Keema, Beenleigh and the Big Pineapple. I have a Silver Rally and Off Road Officials
Licence.
What events do you like to officiate at: Rallies, BSCC Off Road Events, Touring Events and Social Runs,
occasional Motorkhanas and Khanacrosses but not recently.
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What do you enjoy most about your participation: I have made many good friends through Motorsport
and other Club Activities. Working as an Official keeps me occupied when Tony is competing. I
know most of the regular ARC Co-Drivers when I meet them at events all around Australia. I realize
that the Sport would not survive without Officials and I would not like this to happen. It is great to
know that that Competitors and Senior Officials appreciate the work I do when I help at events.
What do you enjoy the least about your participation: The fact that the Club Rooms are now at Banyo.
I used to help Ber at least once every couple of weeks with whatever she needed done when the
Club Rooms were at South Brisbane. I do not like driving in City traffic these days and therefore
only rarely go to Banyo.

Matt Sosimenko

What’s your occupation : Self-employed – MPS Web Consulting Services
How long have you been a motorsport official and what got you started: Started back when I was
kid growing up in the 1970’s & 80’s in NSW with family. Doing controls, road blocks etc., running
events for the Nissan Datsun Drivers Club (Mum and Dad’s club). First event on my own (able to
drive) was helping out in 1996 Rally of Wagga Wagga and Rally of Canberra in my final year at Uni
in Wagga. Then I got hooked onto it and started to take on more responsibilities at Rally of
Canberra and events around that area.
Held numerous senior roles for the first 10 years of APRC in Rally of Canberra, 2 x Coffs ARC,
numerous state rallies and clubman events. This included Assistant Clerk of Course, Stage
Commander, Stage Safety Officer, you name it been there done that.
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What events do you like to officiate at: Rally of Canberra, back in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s you
had to be part off. Great bunch of people to work with and have been life-long friends. Since
moving to QLD in 2011, being more involved with IROQ and Rally Australia in SOS stage as team
leader within Rally Headquarters. Stage safety is close to me as I have a lot of friends that I use to
compete are still in cars today. Working alongside people as Deputy Clerk of Course for a couple
of BSCC also allows me to get a good appreciation on how events are structured up here – much
different to NSW.

What do you enjoy most about your participation: Initially, officiating gave me an opportunity to meet
fellow competitors and people I use to idolise growing up and wanted to be like. For 7 years, I
experienced the highs and lows of competing in over 100 rallies from multi-club rallies through to
internationals as a co-driver. Highlights included finishing my one and only Telstra Rally Australia
(WRC) in 2005 (33rd O/R, 4th Group N) and winning the 2009 NSW Clubman Championship.
When money dried up and the move to QLD in 2011, the opportunities presented in officiating have
allowed me long-lasting team and personnel skills applied to my work environment. MPS Web
Consulting Services is a statement to that effect - a company built to ensure websites meets the
needs of its clients. Also I am now starting to work my up in senior stewarding ranks in QLD in any
motorsport disciplines. Current member of the QLD Rally Advisory Panel and assisting BSCC in
running good quality events.
What do you enjoy the least about your participation: The events surrounding IROQ 2013 will always be
around me for a long time. Reading the official statement on the SOS tracking network to friends
and consoling officials inside Rally Base is something I hope never happens again.
But accidents will happen and continue in this sport. There are always people to turn for love and
support. From that fateful day in July 2013, showed how close the motorsport community came
together as one to share grief; whilst at the same time let’s move together and move forward.

If you’re an official we’d love to hear your answer to our “5 Minutes with an Official” – send your
answers and of course a photo to margot@salestactics.com.au
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Thanks again to Barry Farrell for keeping the article this long.
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https://www.facebook.com/RallyQueensland

This time it’s :
Tuesday 19th May
Sunday 31st May
Wednesday 29th July
Thursday 6th August
Tuesday 25th August
Thursday 3rd September
Thursday 8th October
Thursday 5th November
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The rally has been run and won and was a great success for all concerned.
The day started well and looked like we were in for fine weather – that changed
really quickly and we had showers across the morning which made some stages
very slippery. Luckily it was only showers and the balance of the day was fine
enabling the stages and official’s to dry out!
The results are available on the website so you can see how everyone went.
Congratulations go to outright winners Ian Menzies & Bob McGowan plus
Clubman Winner Steve Allmark & Chris Miller and Multi-Club Winners Ross Cox and
Mikayla MacDonald.
We had quite a few brand new navigators and several of those took out outright
awards in sections – boy that’s going to be hard to follow-up for those people.
We had lots of prizes to give out thanks to Stewart Reid and that also included
prizes to officials!
A list of Stewie’s sponsors can be found at the end of the
magazine – we hope you’ll support Stewart, SR Automotive and his suppliers.
Thanks to everyone who was involved it was a great event and you never know
once the dust settles Margot and I might even sign up to run in again next year.
Simon Knowles – Clerk of Course
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................. Barry Neuendorff
Vice President ........................Peter Flynn
Secretary ................................. Margot Knowles
Treasurer ..................................Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Gavin Wieland
Immediate Past President ... Brian Everitt
Board Members ..................... Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Gavin Wieland, Paul Woodward, Trina Thompson
CAMS Delegate ..................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Jamie Macfarlane/Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647
Fax:
(07) 3267 7650

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: jmacfa@bigpond.net.au
or margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar, Margaret
Mackay It is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new Members to our
Club.
John Black - Member no 4849
Mark Byrne - Member no 4846
Lauren Hammett - Member no 4847
John Hollett – Member no 4848
Marty Penfold – Member no 4850

Pos on Vacan
BSCC is still
to fill
position entails

Club

position of Club
in and out of
tidy and k
of Club Equipment.

in this position,
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